Innovative Tools Solutions
for Aerospace
The aeronautics and space travel industries increasingly employ materials such as CFK, titanium
and aluminum alloys, as well as super alloys such as Inconel and Waspalloy for weight reduction
and efficiency increase. Working these items demands highly specialized requirements from tool-,
machine- and process-utilization.
As your competent technology partner, WOLF
offers all of the special high-tech machining solutions for the special requirements of the aerospace industries from a single provider.

The combination of highest grinding and machining expertise and understanding leads to
technologically sound and economical machining
solutions.

Specially conceived solid hard metal tools for
pre- and finishing machining, with innovative
geometries, cutting materials and coatings for the
highest level of productivity, are available for the
process-stable machining of aluminum, titanium
and nickel base alloys components

If you are searching for new, innovative tools for
parts machining in aerospace, we deliver high
end solutions of the highest quality.

Thanks to our years long and intensive cooperation with numerous customers and leading
universities, WOLF had developed into a recognized technology partner in the field of integrated
body and wing elements, landing flap fixtures and
propulsion system components such as turbine
bodies and blisks.

++Wing ribs made of aluminum

Your Machining Needs
++Thin walled propulsion system components
++Engine bodies made of nickel base alloys
++Structural elements made of super alloys
++Turbine discs made of nickel base alloys
++Impeller and shovel blade machining
++Landing gear fixtures made of
titanium alloys

Tools. Coating. Molds & Parts.
wolf-gruppe.com

Customer specific tools
and services
Thanks to our air-conditioned production area
with modern CNC tool grinding machines and our
own in-house coating we are able to deliver to
our customers quickly, individually and at highest
quality.
Customer specific tool development and application consulting belong to our services.
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 info@wolf-gruppe.com
 www.wolf-gruppe.com

WOLF
International
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WOLF Tool Technology / China

www.wolftool.cn
_________________________

 www.wolftools.in
_________________________

WOLF Precision Tools India Pvt. Ltd

WOLF Tehnologije / Croatia
 www.wolftools.hr

WOLF Tool Technologies / USA
 www.wolftooltech.com
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